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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Based on the assumption of the individuality of criminal offen-
ses, interpretation of each offense requires a different approach.
Analysis of events allows us to understand their dynamics and al-
so contributes to understanding the behaviour of the offender. Ana-

lysis of biological traces in the form of blood spots is a well-known
method applicable for reconstruction and verification of the credi-
bility of events. As early as in the work of Balthazard et al. (3) we
can find relationships between the structure and shapes of blood
spots. Much later there were works which determined the relati-
onship between the trajectory of impact of blood drops and their
shape (2). Geometry, which at that time was commonly used in bal-
listics, was starting to be applied for determination of the impact
of blood stains. Further interest in this issue led to independent fo-
rensic expertise concerning analysis of blood stains according to
their size, shape and possibly even quantity. An established inter-
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SUMMARY 
Bloodstain pattern analysis (BPA) is a valid forensic method which belongs to the category of biological methods using trigonomic mo-
dels. Despite its development through the years, the method has been re-formulated a standard one and globally used, recognized in
standard sheets. This method permits exact analysis of the dynamic and characteristic properties of bloodstains after impact on surfa-
ces such as floors, walls, and ceilings, various exterior and interior items, and clothes. It is also possible to determine the characteristics
of blood from the outer part of the body. According to the presence of blood and its quantity, it is also possible to use this method for
verification of reconstruction of criminal acts, while being tested for its validity with primary conditions of preserved and readable tra-
ces of blood. Even though this method is not considered as the major one or the only one information obtained in this way can be used
for judicial. In our research, we tested the validity of this method in an experimental model using firearms. We compared measurements
of the lengths of trajectory of impact and the height of the blood sprayed upwards from a distance of 1, 3, 5 and 10 meters. The expe-
riment was based on two main presumptions. The first was the knowledge of the value of the distance and the angle of impact of the
bloodstain, the second, the ability of the blood to reach a certain height and the angle of its impact. In accordance with trigonometric
formulas, both the impact of the selected distance of drops of blood, and the height of the selected bloodstain could be determined wit-
hout any verification of the flight trajectory and the distance of bloodstains. The results indicate that the method for these requirements
differs from the real values, while increasing the measurements with the indicated spot of the shot. Aside from the unique values which
were calculated, other results of the impact of the distance of drops of bloodstain were considered of lower value, and the values con-
cerning the height of the bloods stains after the shot higher than real values. In spite of the lack of total accuracy, we recommend using
this method widely and more often for investigation and verification of individual acts in criminal and forensic practice. 
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VyuÏití trigonometrie v anal˘ze krevních stop 

SOUHRN 
Metoda krevních skvrn (BPA) je validní forenzní metodou, spadající do metodik biologick˘ch stop, vyuÏívajících i trigonomické modely. Pfies
její historick˘ v˘voj byla vícekrát propracovaná aÏ do souãasné formulace v celosvûtovû uznávané podobû standardního metodického lis-
tu. Jde o metodu, která umoÏÀuje analyzovat dynamické a charakterové vlastnosti kapek krve po dopadu na pevnou plochu, kterou mÛÏe
b˘t podlaha, stûny, strop, rÛzné pfiedmûty, ale i ‰aty a eventuálnû i tûlo. Dle pfiítomností takov˘chto krevních stop je jí moÏné vyuÏít v rekon-
strukci trestních ãinÛ. Podmínkou jej jejich dobrá ãitelnost. V na‰í práci jsme odzkou‰eli validitu uvedené metody na experimentálním mo-
delu s pouÏitím stfielné zbranû. Jsou srovnávané hodnoty v˘poãtu trajektorií délky dopadu, v˘‰ky v˘stfiiku a vzdálenosti letu kapek krve ze
vzdálenosti 1, 3, 5 a 10 metrÛ. Vycházelo se pfiitom ze dvou rÛzn˘ch vstupních pfiedpokladÛ. Prvním je známá hodnota vzdálenosti dopa-
du a uhel dopadu kapky krve a druh˘m známá hodnota v˘‰ky v˘stfiiku a uhel dopadu kapky krve. Podle trigonomick˘ch vzorcÛ byla pak
vypoãítaná buì vzdálenost dopadu vybrané kapky krve, nebo v˘‰ka v˘stfiiku vybrané kapky krve a bez moÏnosti ovûfiení i vzdálenost tra-
jektorie letu kapky krve. V˘sledky dokumentují, Ïe uvedená metoda je pro tyto potfieby jen orientaãní a vypoãítané hodnoty se od reálních
odchylují se zvût‰ující se vzdáleností v˘stfielu. AÏ na ojedinûlé hodnoty jsou vypoãítané v˘sledky vzdálenosti dopadu kapky krve pravidel-
nû niÏ‰í neÏ skuteãné hodnoty a vypoãítané hodnoty v˘‰ky v˘stfiiku kapky krve pravidelnû vy‰‰í neÏ skuteãné hodnoty. Navzdory uveden˘m
nepfiesnostem mají námi získané v˘sledky jistou v˘povûdní hodnotu. Jeví se uÏiteãné vyuÏívat tuhle metodu pfii vy‰etfiování a ovûfiovaní prÛ-
bûhu jednotliv˘ch ãinÛ v kriminalistické a forenzní praxi, jako doplÀkov˘ zdroj informací. 
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national commission defined the terminology for working with blo-
odstains.

The specific physical properties of a drop of blood come from
the separation of large quantities of blood drops round shape af-
ter impact, and create a classic pattern. There is a relationship
among these images (6) [Figure 1]. As the impact angle of a drop
of a blood is reduced, the pattern created is more oblong, with
the exception of the speed of a flying drop of blood, including im-
pact on various materials (8). Thus, it is possible to determine the
angle of impact of blood drops (13). Another method, based on
trigonometry, enables determination of the quantitative parameters
of the estimated impact of blood drops, which significantly helps
in analyzing a criminal offense. The calculation uses the image of
a right triangle with a known angle of the impact of blood drops
and the angels of the other sides [Figure 2]. In a right triangle,
one arm of each acute angle is the hypotenuse and the others the

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Characteristics of the experiment
We developed an experimental model [M1] which replicated

a real situation of blood spatter using a gun. Blood stored in test
tubes was used. After shooting the contents of the test tubes, we
analyzed the blood stains using valid forensic techniques. The va-
lues in terms of trigonometry were then calculated from the propor-
tion of the blood spots. This model was based on a traditional tri-
angle [Figure 3]. 
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ordinates. The ordinate lying on the shoulder of the acute angle is
called adjacent to this angle, and the other ordinate is opposite that
angle (14). The question, then, is to calculate the length, height and
distance, and the impact of drops of blood according to these re-
sults can verify the credibility and possibly reconstruct a crime. In
most works, including forensic practice, a calculation method is em-
ployed which uses a trigonometry-based line model. 

It seems that the long-term calculations of the world’s leading ex-
perts and its institutions have already been standardized, and the
procedures for all calculations in worldwide scientific literature have
already been written. These experts are applying this information to
applied science with added computer forms using trigonometric mo-
dels, more and more often than re-analyzing already analyzed pro-
cedures. This is the trend of writing the work of home authors, even
though it is necessary to add that this is rather rare work. The
same applies to the use of bloodstain pattern analysis (BPA) in app-
lied practice, which we consider as used only minimally. All of this
suggests that although the methodology of BPA is well known from
the specialists, it is not given enough attention for the practical trai-
ning as well as for scientific part. In our work we have verified the
validity of these methods in an experimental model with detailed met-
hodology and results. We offer these results to the public. 

Collection and transportation of the material
Beef blood which was diluted with K2EDTA [Biolatest] in a ratio

of 1:9 was put into 10 ml plastic tubes with a length of 7.4 mm,
a diameter of 7 mm and with 0.1 mm wall thickness. Each was fil-
led with blood to the very top. The blood was collected in the ex-
perimental stables of the Czech University of Life Sciences. A total
of 40 tubes of blood were used. Each tube had been previously
identified and accurately recorded. The blood collected was sto-
red in a transport box and then immediately transported to a pro-
fessional shooting range (1).

The experiment
Upon arrival at the shooting range, the tubes were stored in

a rack with a peak at an altitude of 100.00 cm and subsequently
one of the following distances: 1, 3, 5 and 10 meters, always in
a plane with a right angle, so that each tube of blood shot was per-
pendicular [Photos 1 and 2]. The floor was covered in advance with
a fine film and adjacent bright paper, which was changed after
each shot. The weapon used was a Russian-made 78 and TOZ 22LR
bullets. Gradually, all the forty tubes were shot from these distan-
ces, while after each shot the width and height of one drop of blo-
od and the distance from the centre of the bottom frame were me-
asured [Photos 3 and 4]. The data for each group were logged
immediately after measuring. The blood material was treated wit-
hin 2 hours after collection from the last blood tube. Pictures of the
experiment were taken with a camera [Olympus ∝ 840]. 

Data processing and evaluation of data
The angle of impact of blood drops was calculated from the me-

asured data [Figures 4 and 5]. The results were obtained in mo-
dels with classical trigonometric formulae. We used the following
alternatives for calculation: One was the known angle of impact
of the blood drops and the other the known distance of impact of
the drops of blood [x], as well as the height of the sprayed blood
drops [y]. In our model, we then calculated the values of x and y,
including the distance of the flight trajectory of the drops of blood
[l] [Figure 6]. The calculated data were compared with the real
values of these data, which were measured on site. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results show that the values of x and y in all ten cases, inclu-
ding all the recorded distances of the missiles, were with some va-
riations, calculated from this model. All the data which we obtai-
ned documented that this method is approximate. All the detailed
measured values are given in the tables [Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4]. We
can demonstrate that the measured values approximate the real va-
lues. Firearms are frequently used murder weapons, and as an ea-
sily handled instrument are also popular for suicide. In literature the-
re are studies that this effect is also documented in trends in the use
of various types of firearms. The work of Molina and DiMaio (11)
indicates that firearms have been the most common instrument for
murders and suicides over the past few years. Their efficiency ma-
kes them an instrument with fatal consequences. In our work we used
a Russian-made rifle with a bullet weighing 2.6 grams, gaining an
initial velocity of 340 m/second and initial energy 150 J, with a ran-
ge up to 2 km. It is a heavy weapon. In scientific literature there re-
mains more work to be done to compare patterns for analysing the
significance of the origin of blood stains. In his work Liesengang (10)
indicates that the main finding which determines the estimated ori-
gin of blood stains is the angle of impact. Rowe (15) calls attention
to an error in determining the impact of drops of blood, and in the
work of Benecke and Barksdale (5) the possibility of determining the
precise selection of valid traces of blood is described in specific ca-
ses. These methods are commonly used in forensic practice and fo-
rensic medicine. In fact, they are valid methods which are an impor-
tant scientifically-based reconstruction of the offense and may ans-
wer a number of questions (12). 

Photo1. Stand with tube of blood at a height of 1 m. Photo2. Demonstration of shooting from a distance of 1m from
the end of the barrel of a firearm. 

Photo3. The overshot tube with the central hit. Photo4. Close-up of a few drops of blood after the shooting the
contents of the tube. 
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Case Indicator M1 Real M1 Real
number value value
Case n. 1 l 125.00 unknown 169.70 unknown

x known 101.00 137.15 101.00
y 73.64 100.00 known 100.00
l 134.50 unknown 153.40 unknown

Case n. 2 x known 102.00 116.34 102.00
y 87.67 100.00 known 100.00
l 129.00 unknown 136.80 unknown

Case n. 3 x known 88.00 93.30 88.00
y 94.31 100.00 known 100.00
l 104.50 unknown 143.70 unknown

Case n. 4 x known 75.00 103.13 75.00
y 72.73 100.00 known 100.00
l 136.30 unknown 138.10 unknown

Case n. 5 x known 94.00 95.19 94.00
y 98.74 100.00 known 100.00
l 99.31 unknown 150.00 unknown

Case n. 6 x known 74.00 111.74 74.00
y 66.22 100.00 known 100.00
l 69.14 unknown 201.30 unknown

Case n. 7 x known 60.00 174.65 60.00
y 34.35 100.00 known 100.00
l 109.30 unknown 185.30 unknown

Case n. 8 x known 92.00 156.01 92.00
y 58.97 100.00 known 100,00
l 125.50 unknown 155.20 unknown

Case n. 9 x known 96.00 118.72 96.00
y 80.86 100.00 known 100.00
l 96.78 unknown 188.30 unknown

Case n. 10 x known 82.00 159.50 82.00
y 51.41 100.00 known 100.00

Table 1. Data analysis after 1 meter shooting (cm)

Case Indicator M1 Real M1 Real
number value value
Case n. 1 l 189.00 unknown 126.70 unknown

x known 116.00 77.73 116.00
y 149.20 100.00 known 100.00
l 146.60 unknown 159.00 unknown

Case n. 2 x known 114.00 123.66 114.00
y 92.19 100.00 known 100.00
l 171.7 unknown 132.00 unknown

Case n. 3 x known 112.00 86.09 112.00
y 130.10 100.00 known 100.00
l 132.50 unknown 201.30 unknown

Case n. 4 x known 115.00 174.65 115.00
y 65.84 100.00 known 100.00
l 123.60 unknown 140.80 unknown

Case n. 5 x known 87.00 99.08 87.00
y 87.80 100.00 known 100.00
l 115 unknown 132.0 unknown

Case n. 6 x known 75.00 86.09 75.00
y 87.12 100.00 known 100.00
l 108.70 unknown 150.00 unknown

Case n. 7 x known 81.00 111.74 81.00
y 72.49 100.00 known 100.00
l 175.20 unknown 145.20 unknown

Case n. 8 x known 127.00 105.21 127.00
y 120.70 100.00 known 100.00
l 192.90 unknown 159.00 unknown

Case n. 9 x known 150.00 123.66 150.00
y 121.30 100.00 known 100.00
l 159.00 unknown 142.20 unknown

Case n. 10 x known 113.00 101.09 113.00
y 111.80 100.00 known 100.00

Table 2. Data analysis after 3 meter shooting (cm)
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Case Indicator M1 Real M1 Real
number value value
Case n. 1 l 124.00 unknown 179.70 unknown

x known 103.00 149.35 103.00
y 68.96 100.00 know 100.00
l 124.10 unknown 132.00 unknown

Case n. 2 x known 81.00 86.09 81.00
y 94.09 100.00 know 100.00
l 77.83 unknown 150.00 unknown

Case n. 3 x known 58.00 111.74 58.00
y 51.91 100.00 know 100.00
l 117.5 unknown 177.10 unknown

Case n. 4 x known 97.00 146.17 97.00
y 66.36 100.00 know 100.00
l 124.2 unknown 155.20 unknown

Case n. 5 x known 95.00 118.72 95.00
y 80.02 100.00 know 100.00
l 72.02 unknown 159.00 unknown

Case n. 6 x known 56.00 123.66 56.00
y 45.29 100.00 know 100.00
l 144.9 unknown 150.00 unknown

Case n. 7 x known 108.00 111.74 108.00
y 96.65 100.00 know 100.00
l 108.50 unknown 155.20 unknown

Case n. 8 x known 83.00 118.72 83.00
y 69.91 100.00 know 100.00
l 104.20 unknown 153.40 unknown

Case n. 9 x known 79.00 116.34 79.00
y 67.90 100.00 know 100.00
l 98.46 unknown 142.20 unknown

Case n. 10 x known 70.00 101.09 70.00
y 69.25 100.00 know 100.00

Table 3. Data analysis after 5 meter shooting (cm)

Case Indicator M1 Real M1 Real
number value value
Case n. 1 l 84.84 unknown 151.70 unknown

x known 76.00 114.02 76.00
y 33.32 100.00 know 100.00
l 69.64 unknown 133.10 unknown

Case n. 2 x known 84.00 87.84 84.00
y 47.81 100.00 know 100.00
l 115.89 unknown 129.70 unknown

Case n. 3 x known 96.00 82.66 96.00
y 58.06 100.00 know 100.00
l 112.56 unknown 163.10 unknown

Case n. 4 x known 103.00 128.85 103.00
y 39.96 100.00 know 100.00
l 147.73 unknown 208.60 unknown

Case n. 5 x known 141.00 183.05 141.00
y 38.51 100.00 know 100.00
l 138.07 unknown 188.30 unknown

Case n. 6 x known 130.00 159.50 130.00
y 40.75 100.00 know 100.00
l 138.45 unknown 177.10 unknown

Case n. 7 x known 129.00 146.17 129.00
y 44.12 100.00 know 100.00
l 68.70 unknown 155.20 unknown

Case n. 8 x known 62.00 118.72 62.00
y 26.111 100.00 know 100.00
l 131.53 unknown 201.30 unknown

Case n. 9 x known 125.00 174.65 125.00
y 35.78 100.00 know 100.00
l 79.57 unknown 150.00 unknown

Case n. 10 x known 71.00 111.74 71.00
y 31.77 100.00 know 100.00

Table 4. Data analysis after 10 meter shooting (cm)
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Many works are based on the assumption of the impact of blo-
od drops in a perpendicular straightforward direction. This model
is applicable in our view when the traces of blood spots are on
a wall. However, if there are drops of blood on the floor, we think
that a linear impact model should not be used, because it ignores
the force of gravity. This is also why we decided to use a different
method of calculation. The calculations were based on the para-
bola and its trajectory with a specially modified formula. We will
not state the results of this experiment, because of its inaccuracy
with regard to the original model. Furthermore, the inaccuracy ana-
logically increased with the distance. At a distance of 10meters, the
deviation reached an inaccuracy of 100% from recorded measu-
rements. At this time, this method of the linear model is commonly
used around the world. Knock and Davison in their work (9) emp-
hasize the effect of gravity on a blood drop. Their study was ba-
sed on the variability of the results determining the angle of im-
pact of drops. The work of Wells (16) indicates that the true origin
of a drop of blood is dependent on several factors, including flight
dynamics of drops of blood. On the other hand, there was no ide-
al pattern found, because variation is due to the dependence of
drag force on droplet diameter and velocity, which is different for
each droplet. Bloodstain patterns were evaluated by various tech-

niques to investigate their size, speed and also their formation (7).
In the one perfect experimental work by Behrooz et al. (4), which
deals with the underlying mechanisms of blood disintegration and
its subsequent effect on the area of origin calculations, it was sta-
ted that this was found to be very accurate with a maximum offset
of only some mm. 

In conclusion, we state that we are new to this field, but we ha-
ve tried to find conclusions which would be as accurate using the
method described above. The applied experiment was performed
responsibly, and with the intencion of further application of this met-
hod in veterinary medicine with regard to shooting of animals. On
the level of application we came across some problems. After mul-
tiple attempts using the method on different models we offer you
reputable conclusions, and we recommend the use of this method
during investigations and verification of individual acts in
criminal and forensic practice.
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XX. Ostravské dny forenzních vûd 
Ve dnech 3. – 5. 10. 2012 se v Ostravici ve velmi pûkném a novû zrekonstruovaném

areálu Sepetná konaly jiÏ dvacáté a tedy jubilejní Ostravské dny forenzních vûd s mezi-
národní úãastí pofiádané Ústavem soudního lékafiství FN Ostrava a LF Ostravské univerzi-
ty. Hlavní odbornou náplní konference bylo pfiednesení tfií desítek pfiíspûvkÛ z rÛzn˘ch fo-
renzních oborÛ, které byly vhodnû doplnûny neménû zajímav˘mi kazuistikami z fiad or-
gánÛ ãinn˘ch v trestním fiízení. Vût‰ina pfiedná‰ek úãastníky velmi zaujala a byla násled-
nû hojnû diskutována. OrganizátorÛm se podafiilo zajistit kromû odborné ãásti i spoleãen-
skou stránku sjezdu na vysoké úrovni, a to vãetnû tematicky ladûného zahajovacího veãe-
ra, na kterém byli pfiivítáni úãastníci a ãlenové v˘boru Spoleãnosti soudního lékafiství a soud-
ní toxikologie âLS JEP, kter˘ zde mûl své jiÏ pravidelné zasedání. V neposlední fiadû v‰em
pfiálo i poãasí, jak ostatnû zkonstatoval i prof. Fryc bûhem svého závûreãného slova. V‰ich-
ni pfiítomní byli na místû pozváni na dal‰í jiÏ XXI. roãník, kter˘ se bude na stejném místû
konat 9.–11.10.2013.
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